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Abstract 

Results are presented for a measurement for the production of the antihydrogen atom E0 G @e’, the simplest atomic 

bound state of antimatter. 

A method has been used by the PS210 collaboration at LEAR which assumes that the production of E” is predominantly 

mediated by the e+e--pair creation via the two-photon mechanism in the antiproton-nucleus interaction. Neutral FT0 atoms 

are identified by a unique sequence of characteristics. In principle E” is well suited for investigations of fundamental CPT 

violation studies under different forces, however, in our investigations we concentrate on the production of this antimatter 

object, since so far it has never been observed before. 

The production of 11 antihydrogen atoms is reported including possibly 2f 1 background signals, the observed yield 

agrees with theoretical predictions. 

PACS: 25.43.$-t 

Keywords: Antihydrogen 

1. Introduction 

The idea of the existence of antimatter goes back 

to the work of Dirac. In 1931 he proposed the 

positron [ I]. Soon afterwards it was confirmed by the 

detection of electron-positron pairs created in cosmic 

rays [ 21. For each particle (meson, baryon, lepton, 

gauge boson,...) a corresponding antiparticle exists as 

predicted by the CPT theorem. 

The CPT theorem can be derived from very gen- 

era1 principles of relativistic quantum field theory. The 

combined operation of charge conjugation (C), space 

reflection (P) and time reversal (T) represents an ex- 

act symmetry of nature. A determination of CPT in- 

variance is therefore a test of the correctness of the 

description of the microscopic phenomena in terms of 

the existing local field theory. CPT violation would 

mean an existence of unknown properties of the fields 

and their interactions which are outside the standard 

theory. The search for effects of CPT violation in dif- 
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Antihydrogen @ LEAR   PLB 368 (1996) 251

•  2 GeV antiprotons stored in the LEAR ring on Xe gas jet target
•  Small quantity(11 ±2) of relativistic antihydrogen produced
•  Not useful for high-precision spectroscopy but was essential 
for the AD approval



electron cooling 
was optional

 in the design report
stochastic cooling 



LEAR Scheme

LEAR received antiprotons from the AA 
via the PS, which were decelerated 
there to 600 MeV/c. 
LEAR had "ultraslow extraction"; Some 
5 x 109 antiprotons were served over 
periods lasting hours.





AD-1
(ATHENA)
completed

Antihydrogen Production and Precision 
Experiments H ̅ production

AD-2 
(ATRAP)

Cold Antihydrogen for Precise Laser 
Spectroscopy H ̅ 1s-2s laser spectroscopy

AD-3
(ASACUSA)

Atomic Spectroscopy and Collisions 
Using Slow Antiprotons

p̅He spectroscopy

H ̅ hyperfine spectroscopy

AD-4
(ACE)

Relative Biological Effectiveness and 
Peripheral Damage of Antiproton 
Annihilation

AD-5
(ALPHA) Antihydrogen Laser PHysics Apparatus H ̅ 1s-2s laser spectroscopy

AD-6 
(AEGIS)

Antimatter Experiment: Gravity, 
Interferometry, Spectroscopy H ̅ equivalence principle

http://greybook.cern.ch/programmes/experiments/AD-2.html
http://greybook.cern.ch/programmes/experiments/AD-2.html
http://greybook.cern.ch/programmes/experiments/AD-4.html
http://greybook.cern.ch/programmes/experiments/AD-4.html
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CERN PS
AD

3x107 p ̅s @ 5 MeV
100ns-wide pulse
every ~90s



AD cycle



ATRAP
H̅ laser spectroscopy

ASACUSA
p ̅He laser spectroscopy

H̅ microwave spectroscopy

ATHENA → ALPHA
H̅ laser spectroscopy

AEGIS
H̅ free fall

↓
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反陽子ヘリウム原子：
ヘリウム原子の２個の電子のうち１つを

反陽子で置換したもの

自然界には存在しない
CERNの反陽子源で作る

世界中で我々しか実験していない

p ̅ 



atomic spectroscopy 

and 

collisions using 

slow antiprotons

ASACUSA
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電子との質量比

陽子　　1836.1526725
反陽子　1836.152674

9桁目までは完全に一致

1     2     3     4       5     6    7     8     9    10

我々2006→
± 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 5

10桁目も誤差の範囲で一致



1. CPTは破れていない

2. 基礎物理定数への貢献

1985 

1836.15267 

1836.15268 

1836.15269 

1836.15270 

1836.15271 

1990 1995 2000 2005 2010 
出 版 年 

我々
(反陽子)

陽子-電子質量 比 

CODATA86

CODATA98

CODATA02

CODATA06
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constants, including the selection of the final set of input data based on the results of least-squares
analyses. The 2006 adjustment takes into account the data considered in the 2002 adjustment as well
as the data that became available between 31 December 2002, the closing date of that adjustment,
and 31 December 2006, the closing date of the new adjustment. The new data have led to a significant
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Ar!X" = Ar!Xn+" + nAr!e" !
Eb!X" ! Eb!Xn+"

muc2 . !4"

Here Eb!X" /muc2 is the relative-atomic-mass equivalent
of the total binding energy of the Z electrons of the
atom, where Z is the atomic number !proton number",
and Eb!Xn+" /muc2 is the relative-atomic-mass equivalent
of the binding energy of the Z!n electrons of the Xn+

ion. For a fully stripped atom, that is, for n=Z, XZ+ is N,
where N represents the nucleus of the atom, and
Eb!XZ+" /muc2=0, which yields the first few equations of
Table XL in Sec. XII.B.

The binding energies Eb used in this work are the
same as those used in the 2002 adjustment; see Table IV
of CODATA-02. For tritium, which is not included
there, we use the value 1.097 185 439!107 m!1 !Ko-
tochigova, 2006". The uncertainties of the binding ener-
gies are negligible for our application.

C. Cyclotron resonance measurement of the electron relative
atomic mass Ar(e)

A value of Ar!e" is available from a Penning-trap
measurement carried out by the University of Washing-
ton group !Farnham et al., 1995"; it is used as an input
datum in the 2006 adjustment, as it was in the 2002 ad-
justment:

Ar!e" = 0.000 548 579 9111!12" #2.1 ! 10!9$ . !5"

IV. ATOMIC TRANSITION FREQUENCIES

Atomic transition frequencies in hydrogen, deute-
rium, and antiprotonic helium yield information on the
Rydberg constant, the proton and deuteron charge radii,
and the relative atomic mass of the electron. The hyper-
fine splitting in hydrogen and fine-structure splitting in
helium do not yield a competitive value of any constant
at the current level of accuracy of the relevant experi-
ment and/or theory. All of these topics are discussed in
this section.

A. Hydrogen and deuterium transition frequencies, the
Rydberg constant R!, and the proton and deuteron charge
radii Rp, Rd

The Rydberg constant is related to other constants by
the definition

R" = #2mec
2h

. !6"

It can be accurately determined by comparing measured
resonant frequencies of transitions in hydrogen !H" and
deuterium !D" to the theoretical expressions for the en-
ergy level differences in which it is a multiplicative fac-
tor.

1. Theory relevant to the Rydberg constant

The theory of the energy levels of hydrogen and deu-
terium atoms relevant to the determination of the Ryd-
berg constant R", based on measurements of transition
frequencies, is summarized in this section. Complete in-
formation necessary to determine the theoretical values
of the relevant energy levels is provided, with an empha-
sis on results that have become available since the pre-
vious adjustment described in CODATA-02. For brevity,
references to earlier work, which can be found in Eides
et al. !2001b" for example, are not included here.

An important consideration is that the theoretical val-
ues of the energy levels of different states are highly
correlated. For example, for S states, the uncalculated
terms are primarily of the form of an unknown common
constant divided by n3. This fact is taken into account by
calculating covariances between energy levels in addi-
tion to the uncertainties of the individual levels as dis-
cussed in detail in Sec. IV.A.1.l. In order to take these
correlations into account, we distinguish between com-
ponents of uncertainty that are proportional to 1/n3, de-
noted by u0, and components of uncertainty that are es-
sentially random functions of n, denoted by un.

The energy levels of hydrogenlike atoms are deter-
mined mainly by the Dirac eigenvalue, QED effects
such as self energy and vacuum polarization, and nuclear
size and motion effects, all of which are summarized in
the following sections.

a. Dirac eigenvalue

The binding energy of an electron in a static Coulomb
field !the external electric field of a point nucleus of
charge Ze with infinite mass" is determined predomi-
nantly by the Dirac eigenvalue

ED = f!n,j"mec2, !7"

where

f!n,j" = %1 +
!Z#"2

!n ! $"2&!1/2

, !8"

n and j are the principal quantum number and total an-
gular momentum of the state, respectively, and

TABLE VI. The variances, covariances, and correlation coef-
ficients of the University of Washington values of the relative
atomic masses of deuterium, helium 4, and oxygen 16. The
numbers in bold above the main diagonal are 1020 times the
numerical values of the covariances, the numbers in bold on
the main diagonal are 1020 times the numerical values of the
variances, and the numbers in italics below the main diagonal
are the correlation coefficients.

Ar!2H" Ar!4He" Ar!16O"

Ar!2H" 0.6400 0.0631 0.1276
Ar!4He" 0.1271 0.3844 0.2023
Ar!16O" 0.0886 0.1813 3.2400

639Mohr, Taylor, and Newell: CODATA recommended values of the fundamental …
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基礎物理定数の例
CODATA 2006より
（単位系に深く関係している）



物理定数 数値 (下線の桁に不確定性がある) 単位 精度
光速 299 792 458  m s-1 定義値

万有引力定数 6.674 3 x 10-11 m3 kg-1 s-2 100000 ppb

アボガドロ数 6.022 141 8 x 1023 mol-1 50 ppb

プランク定数 6.626 068 9 x 10-34 J s 50 ppb

陽子の質量 1.672 621 64 x 10-27 kg 50 ppb

電子の電荷 1.602 176 49 x 10-19 C 25 ppb

微細構造定数-1 137.035 999 68 0.68 ppb

陽子・電子質量比 1836.152 672 5 0.43 ppb

リュードベリ定数 10 973 731.568 52 m-1 0.0066 ppb

ppb=10億分の1

注目！



①

α が関係す
るデータ

h が関係す
るデータ

derived values

独立（重力）

from S.G. Karshenboim

①= 最初に決定される高精度
な値, R∞ と me/mp, ...

矢印は式

Derived: mp [kg], me[MeV/c2], 
etc...

CODATAフローチャート

ここに貢献



mp ̅/meの量り方は
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p̅He レーザー分光

レーザーで反陽子軌道を変える

反陽子消滅を利用した共鳴検出

νn,�→n�,�� = Rc
m∗

p̄

me
Z2

eff

�
1

n�2
− 1

n2

�

反陽子-電子質量比 理論計算

共鳴周波数
+QED

Korobov
Kino et al.

n~40



ちなみに
mp/meはどうやって量っているか



サイクロトロン周波数

電子スピン回転周波数

一様磁場

∝1/(電子質量)

∝1/(C原子核質量)

二つの周波数の比→量子電磁力学補正→
C原子核と電子の質量比→陽子・電子質量比

Beier et al, PRL 88 (2002) 011603 



1989 ハイパー核研究
液体ヘリウムに止めたK-

Harada & Akaishi
の予言

KEK実験 E167A (責任者 早野)

Search for Σ hypernuclear ground 
state by kaon absorption on 4He



K- beam

磁気スペクトロメター

!- etc.
π-hypernucleus

液体ヘリウム
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Fig. 2. Momentum spectrum of negatively charged particles (!! and "!) emitted after K! stopping in liquid helium.
From [11].

Fig. 3. Closed circles: time distribution of the 235 MeV=c K+ ! "+#" decay peak. Open circles: time distribution of the
235 MeV=c K! ! "! !#" peak. From [11].

to measure the time spectrum of the K! decay products. If the slow cascade model were correct,
kaons would be allowed to decay during an average cascade time of Tav ! 10!10 s. Since this is
shorter than the time resolution of the counters used in our measurement, the time spectrum should
show a ‘prompt’ peak. If, on the other hand, the trapping model were correct, while most of the
kaons would immediately be captured without contributing to the delayed part of the time spectrum,
kaons trapped in metastable states decay so slowly that the time spectrum of the free-decay products
("! and !!) should reveal a delayed component without any prompt spike.
In Fig. 3, we present the time spectra of the 235 MeV=c muons emitted in K+ (closed circles) and

K! (open circles) decays. The K+ " "+#" spectrum shows an exponential decay with a lifetime of
12± 0:5 ns, consistent with the free K+ lifetime. The K! " "! !#" decay spectrum exhibits a nearly
exponential decay with an e"ective lifetime of about 10 ns. The existence of delayed components
directly proves that kaons are trapped in metastable state(s).
The average lifetime of the trapping state(s) $trap can be deduced from

1=$trap = 1=$obs # 1=$free

and was found to be about 50 ns. The trapping fraction was determined to be fK = 0:019± 0:003,
which is in good agreement with the earlier values of fK deduced from 3! decay in He bubble
chambers.
An alternative way to deduce $trap is to measure the nuclear absorption product. Since K! in

metastable states can either decay freely or undergo nuclear absorption with respective fractions,

fdecay = ftotal
$obs
$free

; fabs = ftotal
$obs
$trap

; ftotal = fdecay + fabs ; (3)

K中間子の弱崩壊

R. S. Hayano et al, Phys. Lett. B 231 (1989) 355



Kの弱崩壊（12ns）が、
脱励起→核吸収の間（<<ns）に
起きるはずがない（常識）

K中間子原子生成

K中間子原子X線
原子核吸収

K中間子

陽子

中性子

S0(3115)
この正体は？

<<ns



これは異常だ
反陽子でも異常が見えるか？

KEK実験E215 (実験責任者 早野)
Study of metastable states of 
p ̅ atom in liquid helium

T. Yamazaki et al. / Physics Reports 366 (2002) 183–329 195
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Fig. 2. Momentum spectrum of negatively charged particles (!! and "!) emitted after K! stopping in liquid helium.
From [11].

Fig. 3. Closed circles: time distribution of the 235 MeV=c K+ ! "+#" decay peak. Open circles: time distribution of the
235 MeV=c K! ! "! !#" peak. From [11].

to measure the time spectrum of the K! decay products. If the slow cascade model were correct,
kaons would be allowed to decay during an average cascade time of Tav ! 10!10 s. Since this is
shorter than the time resolution of the counters used in our measurement, the time spectrum should
show a ‘prompt’ peak. If, on the other hand, the trapping model were correct, while most of the
kaons would immediately be captured without contributing to the delayed part of the time spectrum,
kaons trapped in metastable states decay so slowly that the time spectrum of the free-decay products
("! and !!) should reveal a delayed component without any prompt spike.
In Fig. 3, we present the time spectra of the 235 MeV=c muons emitted in K+ (closed circles) and

K! (open circles) decays. The K+ " "+#" spectrum shows an exponential decay with a lifetime of
12± 0:5 ns, consistent with the free K+ lifetime. The K! " "! !#" decay spectrum exhibits a nearly
exponential decay with an e"ective lifetime of about 10 ns. The existence of delayed components
directly proves that kaons are trapped in metastable state(s).
The average lifetime of the trapping state(s) $trap can be deduced from

1=$trap = 1=$obs # 1=$free

and was found to be about 50 ns. The trapping fraction was determined to be fK = 0:019± 0:003,
which is in good agreement with the earlier values of fK deduced from 3! decay in He bubble
chambers.
An alternative way to deduce $trap is to measure the nuclear absorption product. Since K! in

metastable states can either decay freely or undergo nuclear absorption with respective fractions,

fdecay = ftotal
$obs
$free

; fabs = ftotal
$obs
$trap

; ftotal = fdecay + fabs ; (3)



ヘリウム中で異常に長生きする
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博物学の時代

CERN LEARでの測定
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電子は ~ 1s 反陽子は n~40
L~n

反陽子ヘリウム原子
量子的な反陽子トラップ装置

p
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容易な生成(~3%) 長い寿命(3µs)
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An example, (n,l)=(39,35)→(38,34)

N. Morita et al, Phys. Rev. Lett. 72 (1994) 1180.
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衝突効果
共鳴周波数がヘリウム標的密度に依存してしまう
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M. Hori et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 96, 243401(2006)



2005年ノーベル賞 T.W. ヘンシュ, 
周波数コム（櫛）の発明
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周波数コム

可視光領域に「原子時計の精度」の
マーカー（目盛）を入れる

T.W. Hänsch, Nobel lecture
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and the results were compared with 

(spinless) 3-body QED theoretical calculations
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Metastable states in the antiprotonic helium atom decaying via Auger transitions
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In the present paper, we perform a systematic calculation of the complex resonance energy for metastable

states in the antiprotonic helium atoms, which decay predominantly via Auger transitions, by using the

complex-coordinate rotation !CCR" method. Special attention is paid to relativistic corrections for the bound
electron related to the Breit interaction. These corrections have been calculated using the CCR wave functions,

which are square integrable. Some higher-order relativistic and QED effects have been included into consid-

eration to get precise theoretical values for transition frequencies.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Metastable states of an exotic atom He" p̄ were of consid-
erable interest in the past years. After first observation at
KEK of the delayed annihilation phenomena, when about
3.6% of antiprotons injected into the helium target #1$ sur-
vived as long as a few microseconds, precise spectroscopic
measurements of several transition lines both in 4He and
3He atoms have been performed at CERN #2,3$. It was ex-
pected that such longevity could be explained by the stability
model suggested by Condo #4$. According to this hypothesis,
antiprotons that occupy nearly circular orbits !with n%40)
decay by slow radiative transitions only. Further theoretical
calculations of the transition energies #5$ that brought agree-
ment between theory and experiment to about 5–10 ppm
have rigorously confirmed the Condo model.
In the recent precise measurements #6$ carried out at

CERN, a daughter state of the measured transition, in gen-
eral, is a state decaying via Auger channel. That allows to
observe a spike in the annihilation time spectra when a laser
wavelength is on-resonance. To meet the requirements of
these experiments, it is necessary to perform an accurate
study of the ‘‘Auger states.’’
Very precise nonrelativistic energies and wave functions

have been obtained for the metastable states which decay
dominantly via radiative channels #7$. In this case one can
effectively apply the Feshbach formalism, when the Hamil-
tonian is projected onto the subspace of closed channels that
still provide a sufficiently accurate zero-order approximation
for the wave function. The other advantage is that the stan-
dard variational technique may be applied. In case when the
Auger decay becomes dominant, the state should be consid-
ered as an essentially resonant one, and more sophisticated
methods are required.
In a present calculation, we apply the complex-coordinate

rotation !CCR" method #8$ to this problem.

II. THE FESHBACH FORMALISM

The exotic helium atoms under consideration consist of an
electron of mass me , a helium nucleus of mass MHe , and a

negatively charged antiproton p̄ of mass Mp̄ . The nonrela-
tivistic Hamiltonian !in atomic units e#&#me#1) reads

H#T"V

#!
1

2'1

“R
2!

1

2'2

“r
2!

1

MHe

“R•“r!
2

R
!
2

r
"

1

!R!r! ,

'1
!1#MHe

!1"MX
!1 , '2

!1#MHe
!1"me

!1 , !1"

where R and r are the position vectors of p̄ and of the elec-
tron relative to the helium nucleus, while T and V denote the
operators of kinetic and potential energy.
The wave function of a state of total angular momentum

L, its projection M onto z axis of the space-fixed frame, and
total spatial parity ( may be written as

)M
L(!R,r"# *

l"le#L
Rlrle+Y l!Y le,LMGlle

L(!R ,r ,-", !2"

where the components Glle

L((R ,r ,-) are functions of the in-
ternal degrees of freedom and are expanded as follows:

Glle

L(!R ,r ,-"#*
i#1

.

Cie
!/ iR!0 ir!1 i!R!r!. !3"

The complex parameters / i , 0 i , and 1 i are generated in a
quasirandom manner #7$:

/ i#" ! ! 12 i! i"1 "!p/"!A2!A1""A1#
"i" ! 12 i! i"1 "!q/"!A2!!A1!""A1!# , !4"

!x " designates the fractional part of x, p/, and q/ are some

prime numbers, #A1 ,A2$ and #A1! ,A2!$ are real variational
intervals which need to be optimized. Parameters 0 i and 1 i

are obtained in a similar way.
To get a Feshbach-type closed-channel solution, one

needs to retain in expansion !2" components with small le
!angular momentum of an electron" and if le

(max)$2l , where
2l#l!l! is the smallest energetically possible change of the
antiproton orbital angular momentum in the Auger transition,

#He" p̄$n ,l!#He2" p̄$n!,l!"e!,
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Er!"2.847 324 042!3 " a.u.,

#/2!3.714!3 "#10"5 a.u.

The uncertainty in the calculated parameters of the resonance

is about 10"9 a.u. That is somewhat less accurate than in a

case of states with a dominance of the radiative decay mode.

The reason for that is an absence of simple criteria for choos-

ing optimal variational parameters as in case of the standard

variational principle for bound states.

From these calculations, the Auger decay rates can be

extracted. Table II contains the Auger rates obtained by the

approach expounded above, which are compared with ex-

perimental measurements and other theoretical calculations.

It is required to note that beyond the Auger decay, other

effects such as collisional quenching have influence on ex-

perimental data. As is seen from the table, our results are in

a rather good agreement with previous theoretical calcula-

tions. Especially, good agreement is with our previous calcu-

lations $14%, except for one case of (37,33) state, which has
been marked in Ref. $14% as not converging. It is worth say-
ing that in the early calculation, a different type of basis

functions has been used and a Feshbach-like formalism has

been applied to get the Auger width.

IV. LEADING-ORDER RELATIVISTIC CORRECTIONS

FOR THE RESONANT STATES

In this work, we will consider the spin-independent part

of a transition energy only. The major contribution beyond

the nonrelativistic transition energy comes from the relativ-

istic correction for the bound electron,

Erc!&2! "
pe
4

8me
3

$
4'

8me
2

$ZHe(!rHe"$Zp̄(!rp̄"%" . !9"

The other terms of the Breit Hamiltonian, which have to

be considered, are the following: the relativistic correction to

the kinetic energy for heavy particles !including the Darwin
term for an antiproton",

Ekin!"&2! pHe
4

8mHe
3

$
p
p̄

4

8m
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3 "
Zp̄

8m
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the retardation !or the transverse photon exchange",
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r i j
3 " ; !11"

and the nuclear finite-size correction,

EFSC!)
2'Zi!Ri /a0"

2

3
*(!ri"+, !12"

where R is the root-mean-square radius of the nuclear charge

distribution. The rms radius for the helium nucleus and anti-

proton is, respectively, R(4He)!1.673(1) fm, R( p̄)

!0.862(12) fm.
The last three contributions are less than the leading con-

tribution from Eq. !9" by three or four orders of magnitude.
That means that they can be calculated using the closed-

channel zero-order wave function, since a relative accuracy

of ,10"4 is sufficient for these corrections. On the contrary,

the leading contribution requires more accurate zero-order

approximation, which can be obtained within the framework

of the complex-coordinate rotation approach.

In this case a perturbation theory has to be formulated,

which can be applied to resonant states. The relevant theory

is provided by the theorem proved by Simon $17%.
Theorem. Let H be a three-body Hamiltonian with the

Coulomb pairwise interaction, and W(-) be a dilatation ana-
lytic perturbation. Let E0 be an isolated simple resonance

FIG. 1. !Color online" Rotational paths for the (38,33) state of
4He$ p̄ . The point on the plot where the paths are nearly stationary

determines a position of the resonance on the complex plane. Pa-

rameters of the resonance for this state derived from the plot are

Er!"2.847 324 042(3) a.u. and #/2!3.714(3)#10"5 a.u.

TABLE II. Comparison of theoretical Auger decay rates .A and experimentally measured decay rates !in

s"1) for the 4He$ p̄ atom.

State /l Expt. $13% $14% $15% $16% CCR

!38,33" 2 3.85(26)#1011 3.1#1011 3#1011 3.08#1011 3.071(3)#1011

!37,33" 3 1.11(16)#1011 5.7#109 3#1010 4.41#1010 4.21(2)#1010

!38,34" 3 1.11(7)#108 1.3#108 1.4#108 1.344(4)#108

!34,32" 3 1.45(16)#108 2.2#108 2.3#108 1.84#108 2.260(3)#108
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I. INTRODUCTION

Metastable states of an exotic atom He" p̄ were of consid-
erable interest in the past years. After first observation at
KEK of the delayed annihilation phenomena, when about
3.6% of antiprotons injected into the helium target #1$ sur-
vived as long as a few microseconds, precise spectroscopic
measurements of several transition lines both in 4He and
3He atoms have been performed at CERN #2,3$. It was ex-
pected that such longevity could be explained by the stability
model suggested by Condo #4$. According to this hypothesis,
antiprotons that occupy nearly circular orbits !with n%40)
decay by slow radiative transitions only. Further theoretical
calculations of the transition energies #5$ that brought agree-
ment between theory and experiment to about 5–10 ppm
have rigorously confirmed the Condo model.
In the recent precise measurements #6$ carried out at

CERN, a daughter state of the measured transition, in gen-
eral, is a state decaying via Auger channel. That allows to
observe a spike in the annihilation time spectra when a laser
wavelength is on-resonance. To meet the requirements of
these experiments, it is necessary to perform an accurate
study of the ‘‘Auger states.’’
Very precise nonrelativistic energies and wave functions

have been obtained for the metastable states which decay
dominantly via radiative channels #7$. In this case one can
effectively apply the Feshbach formalism, when the Hamil-
tonian is projected onto the subspace of closed channels that
still provide a sufficiently accurate zero-order approximation
for the wave function. The other advantage is that the stan-
dard variational technique may be applied. In case when the
Auger decay becomes dominant, the state should be consid-
ered as an essentially resonant one, and more sophisticated
methods are required.
In a present calculation, we apply the complex-coordinate

rotation !CCR" method #8$ to this problem.

II. THE FESHBACH FORMALISM

The exotic helium atoms under consideration consist of an
electron of mass me , a helium nucleus of mass MHe , and a

negatively charged antiproton p̄ of mass Mp̄ . The nonrela-
tivistic Hamiltonian !in atomic units e#&#me#1) reads
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where R and r are the position vectors of p̄ and of the elec-
tron relative to the helium nucleus, while T and V denote the
operators of kinetic and potential energy.
The wave function of a state of total angular momentum

L, its projection M onto z axis of the space-fixed frame, and
total spatial parity ( may be written as

)M
L(!R,r"# *

l"le#L
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where the components Glle

L((R ,r ,-) are functions of the in-
ternal degrees of freedom and are expanded as follows:
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The complex parameters / i , 0 i , and 1 i are generated in a
quasirandom manner #7$:

/ i#" ! ! 12 i! i"1 "!p/"!A2!A1""A1#
"i" ! 12 i! i"1 "!q/"!A2!!A1!""A1!# , !4"

!x " designates the fractional part of x, p/, and q/ are some

prime numbers, #A1 ,A2$ and #A1! ,A2!$ are real variational
intervals which need to be optimized. Parameters 0 i and 1 i

are obtained in a similar way.
To get a Feshbach-type closed-channel solution, one

needs to retain in expansion !2" components with small le
!angular momentum of an electron" and if le

(max)$2l , where
2l#l!l! is the smallest energetically possible change of the
antiproton orbital angular momentum in the Auger transition,

#He" p̄$n ,l!#He2" p̄$n!,l!"e!,
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The uncertainty in the calculated parameters of the resonance

is about 10"9 a.u. That is somewhat less accurate than in a

case of states with a dominance of the radiative decay mode.

The reason for that is an absence of simple criteria for choos-

ing optimal variational parameters as in case of the standard

variational principle for bound states.

From these calculations, the Auger decay rates can be

extracted. Table II contains the Auger rates obtained by the

approach expounded above, which are compared with ex-

perimental measurements and other theoretical calculations.

It is required to note that beyond the Auger decay, other

effects such as collisional quenching have influence on ex-

perimental data. As is seen from the table, our results are in

a rather good agreement with previous theoretical calcula-

tions. Especially, good agreement is with our previous calcu-

lations $14%, except for one case of (37,33) state, which has
been marked in Ref. $14% as not converging. It is worth say-
ing that in the early calculation, a different type of basis

functions has been used and a Feshbach-like formalism has

been applied to get the Auger width.

IV. LEADING-ORDER RELATIVISTIC CORRECTIONS

FOR THE RESONANT STATES

In this work, we will consider the spin-independent part

of a transition energy only. The major contribution beyond

the nonrelativistic transition energy comes from the relativ-

istic correction for the bound electron,
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The other terms of the Breit Hamiltonian, which have to
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where R is the root-mean-square radius of the nuclear charge

distribution. The rms radius for the helium nucleus and anti-

proton is, respectively, R(4He)!1.673(1) fm, R( p̄)

!0.862(12) fm.
The last three contributions are less than the leading con-

tribution from Eq. !9" by three or four orders of magnitude.
That means that they can be calculated using the closed-

channel zero-order wave function, since a relative accuracy

of ,10"4 is sufficient for these corrections. On the contrary,

the leading contribution requires more accurate zero-order

approximation, which can be obtained within the framework

of the complex-coordinate rotation approach.

In this case a perturbation theory has to be formulated,

which can be applied to resonant states. The relevant theory

is provided by the theorem proved by Simon $17%.
Theorem. Let H be a three-body Hamiltonian with the

Coulomb pairwise interaction, and W(-) be a dilatation ana-
lytic perturbation. Let E0 be an isolated simple resonance

FIG. 1. !Color online" Rotational paths for the (38,33) state of
4He$ p̄ . The point on the plot where the paths are nearly stationary

determines a position of the resonance on the complex plane. Pa-

rameters of the resonance for this state derived from the plot are

Er!"2.847 324 042(3) a.u. and #/2!3.714(3)#10"5 a.u.

TABLE II. Comparison of theoretical Auger decay rates .A and experimentally measured decay rates !in

s"1) for the 4He$ p̄ atom.

State /l Expt. $13% $14% $15% $16% CCR

!38,33" 2 3.85(26)#1011 3.1#1011 3#1011 3.08#1011 3.071(3)#1011

!37,33" 3 1.11(16)#1011 5.7#109 3#1010 4.41#1010 4.21(2)#1010

!38,34" 3 1.11(7)#108 1.3#108 1.4#108 1.344(4)#108

!34,32" 3 1.45(16)#108 2.2#108 2.3#108 1.84#108 2.260(3)#108
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#J%H"E0&J'

,

where J!+ iz ivi!+ iz ipi /mi is a nonrelativistic electric cur-

rent operator for a dynamical system. The denominator can

be easily expanded:

#0%J%E0"H &J%0'!"#0%J)H ,J*%0'/2

!2(! z1z2# z1m1

"
z2

m2
$ 2#$%r12&'

#z1z3# z1m1

"
z3

m3
$ 2#$%r13&'

#z2z3# z2m2

"
z3

m3
$ 2#$%r23&'" .

The numerical evaluation of the Bethe logarithm was carried

out following the scheme used in Ref. )23* and is based on
the closed-channel variational approximation for the zero-

order wave function.

The m!5 order recoil corrections )20* are smaller than
error bars in calculated values of the leading-order terms and

have not been included into consideration.

The main results of this work are summarized in Tables

IV and V, the nonrelativistic energies and expectation values

of various operators required for the determination of transi-

tion energies. For the helium-4 case, one state of a multipo-

larity ,l!4 is presented, namely, the (32,31) state. This is
because it was suspected that this state has an anomalously

small Auger lifetime due to a configuration mixture effect

)15*, when the closed-channel state %with le!0) is strongly
coupled with excited electron configurations. As is seen from

this calculation, which includes excited electron configura-

tions in the variational trial function, that is not the case. The

numerical uncertainty in the nonrelativistic energy is pointed

out in parentheses as an uncertainty in the last digit.

Table VI shows contribution of different relativistic and

QED corrections to the final energy difference of the

(37,34)!(38,33) transition. As already mentioned, the lead-

ing contribution comes from the relativistic Breit correction

for the bound electron. The next to leading is the bound

electron self-energy. Recoil and finite size corrections are

almost negligible in comparison with uncertainty. It is note-

TABLE V. Multipolarities of the Auger transition ,l , nonrelativistic energies Enr %in atomic units&, Auger
widths - %in atomic units&, expectation values of operators pe

4 , $(rHe), and $(rp̄) for the Auger states of the
3He# p̄ atom.

State ,l Enr -/2 pe
4 $(rHe) $(rp̄) .(n ,l)

%38,33& 3 "2.7562177355(3) 3.38$10"8 52.2796 1.71296 0.04549 4.4279

%37,33& 3 "2.82196302536(3) 4.26$10"9 48.6427 1.60404 0.05369 4.4414

%37,32& 2 "2.83307489(1) 8.12$10"6 49.2841 1.62261 0.05220 4.4369

%36,32& 3 "2.9087979751(1) 5.8$10"9 45.6212 1.51328 0.06138 4.4527

%35,32& 3 "2.99540435174(2) 8.17$10"9 41.6764 1.39520 0.07159 4.4712

%35,31& 2 "3.00689318(1) 1.767$10"5 42.4005 1.41545 0.06868 4.4648

%34,31& 3 "3.10612885528(1) 8.1$10"10 38.6976 1.30553 0.08006 4.4858

%33,31& 3 "3.21950724327(1) 8.28$10"9 34.7441 1.18716 0.09174 4.5110

%33,30& 2 "3.230815869(2) 1.126$10"5 35.8104 1.21828 0.08832 4.498

%30,29& 3 "3.685380849484(3) 1.469$10"8 25.9971 0.92377 0.12145 4.57885

TABLE VI. Contributions from different relativistic and QED

corrections to the energy of the (37,34)!(38,33) transition.

Enr ! 420 158 166%20&
Erc ! "43 753%30&

Erc-QED ! 360

Ese ! 5 929%5&
Evp ! "189

Ekin ! "4

Eret ! "65

E fsc ! 4

Etotal ! 420 120 448%40&
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In the present paper, we perform a systematic calculation of the complex resonance energy for metastable

states in the antiprotonic helium atoms, which decay predominantly via Auger transitions, by using the

complex-coordinate rotation !CCR" method. Special attention is paid to relativistic corrections for the bound
electron related to the Breit interaction. These corrections have been calculated using the CCR wave functions,

which are square integrable. Some higher-order relativistic and QED effects have been included into consid-

eration to get precise theoretical values for transition frequencies.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.67.062501 PACS number!s": 36.10.!k, 31.15.Ar

I. INTRODUCTION

Metastable states of an exotic atom He" p̄ were of consid-
erable interest in the past years. After first observation at
KEK of the delayed annihilation phenomena, when about
3.6% of antiprotons injected into the helium target #1$ sur-
vived as long as a few microseconds, precise spectroscopic
measurements of several transition lines both in 4He and
3He atoms have been performed at CERN #2,3$. It was ex-
pected that such longevity could be explained by the stability
model suggested by Condo #4$. According to this hypothesis,
antiprotons that occupy nearly circular orbits !with n%40)
decay by slow radiative transitions only. Further theoretical
calculations of the transition energies #5$ that brought agree-
ment between theory and experiment to about 5–10 ppm
have rigorously confirmed the Condo model.
In the recent precise measurements #6$ carried out at

CERN, a daughter state of the measured transition, in gen-
eral, is a state decaying via Auger channel. That allows to
observe a spike in the annihilation time spectra when a laser
wavelength is on-resonance. To meet the requirements of
these experiments, it is necessary to perform an accurate
study of the ‘‘Auger states.’’
Very precise nonrelativistic energies and wave functions

have been obtained for the metastable states which decay
dominantly via radiative channels #7$. In this case one can
effectively apply the Feshbach formalism, when the Hamil-
tonian is projected onto the subspace of closed channels that
still provide a sufficiently accurate zero-order approximation
for the wave function. The other advantage is that the stan-
dard variational technique may be applied. In case when the
Auger decay becomes dominant, the state should be consid-
ered as an essentially resonant one, and more sophisticated
methods are required.
In a present calculation, we apply the complex-coordinate

rotation !CCR" method #8$ to this problem.

II. THE FESHBACH FORMALISM

The exotic helium atoms under consideration consist of an
electron of mass me , a helium nucleus of mass MHe , and a

negatively charged antiproton p̄ of mass Mp̄ . The nonrela-
tivistic Hamiltonian !in atomic units e#&#me#1) reads

H#T"V

#!
1

2'1

“R
2!

1

2'2

“r
2!

1

MHe

“R•“r!
2

R
!
2

r
"

1

!R!r! ,

'1
!1#MHe

!1"MX
!1 , '2

!1#MHe
!1"me

!1 , !1"

where R and r are the position vectors of p̄ and of the elec-
tron relative to the helium nucleus, while T and V denote the
operators of kinetic and potential energy.
The wave function of a state of total angular momentum

L, its projection M onto z axis of the space-fixed frame, and
total spatial parity ( may be written as

)M
L(!R,r"# *

l"le#L
Rlrle+Y l!Y le,LMGlle

L(!R ,r ,-", !2"

where the components Glle

L((R ,r ,-) are functions of the in-
ternal degrees of freedom and are expanded as follows:

Glle

L(!R ,r ,-"#*
i#1

.

Cie
!/ iR!0 ir!1 i!R!r!. !3"

The complex parameters / i , 0 i , and 1 i are generated in a
quasirandom manner #7$:

/ i#" ! ! 12 i! i"1 "!p/"!A2!A1""A1#
"i" ! 12 i! i"1 "!q/"!A2!!A1!""A1!# , !4"

!x " designates the fractional part of x, p/, and q/ are some

prime numbers, #A1 ,A2$ and #A1! ,A2!$ are real variational
intervals which need to be optimized. Parameters 0 i and 1 i

are obtained in a similar way.
To get a Feshbach-type closed-channel solution, one

needs to retain in expansion !2" components with small le
!angular momentum of an electron" and if le

(max)$2l , where
2l#l!l! is the smallest energetically possible change of the
antiproton orbital angular momentum in the Auger transition,

#He" p̄$n ,l!#He2" p̄$n!,l!"e!,
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Er!"2.847 324 042!3 " a.u.,

#/2!3.714!3 "#10"5 a.u.

The uncertainty in the calculated parameters of the resonance

is about 10"9 a.u. That is somewhat less accurate than in a

case of states with a dominance of the radiative decay mode.

The reason for that is an absence of simple criteria for choos-

ing optimal variational parameters as in case of the standard

variational principle for bound states.

From these calculations, the Auger decay rates can be

extracted. Table II contains the Auger rates obtained by the

approach expounded above, which are compared with ex-

perimental measurements and other theoretical calculations.

It is required to note that beyond the Auger decay, other

effects such as collisional quenching have influence on ex-

perimental data. As is seen from the table, our results are in

a rather good agreement with previous theoretical calcula-

tions. Especially, good agreement is with our previous calcu-

lations $14%, except for one case of (37,33) state, which has
been marked in Ref. $14% as not converging. It is worth say-
ing that in the early calculation, a different type of basis

functions has been used and a Feshbach-like formalism has

been applied to get the Auger width.

IV. LEADING-ORDER RELATIVISTIC CORRECTIONS

FOR THE RESONANT STATES

In this work, we will consider the spin-independent part

of a transition energy only. The major contribution beyond

the nonrelativistic transition energy comes from the relativ-

istic correction for the bound electron,

Erc!&2! "
pe
4

8me
3

$
4'

8me
2

$ZHe(!rHe"$Zp̄(!rp̄"%" . !9"

The other terms of the Breit Hamiltonian, which have to

be considered, are the following: the relativistic correction to

the kinetic energy for heavy particles !including the Darwin
term for an antiproton",

Ekin!"&2! pHe
4

8mHe
3

$
p
p̄

4

8m
p̄

3 "
Zp̄

8m
p̄

24'(!rp̄"" ; !10"

the retardation !or the transverse photon exchange",

Eret!"&2)
i% j

ZiZ j

2mim j
! pi•pjr i j

$
ri j!ri j•pi"pj

r i j
3 " ; !11"

and the nuclear finite-size correction,

EFSC!)
2'Zi!Ri /a0"

2

3
*(!ri"+, !12"

where R is the root-mean-square radius of the nuclear charge

distribution. The rms radius for the helium nucleus and anti-

proton is, respectively, R(4He)!1.673(1) fm, R( p̄)

!0.862(12) fm.
The last three contributions are less than the leading con-

tribution from Eq. !9" by three or four orders of magnitude.
That means that they can be calculated using the closed-

channel zero-order wave function, since a relative accuracy

of ,10"4 is sufficient for these corrections. On the contrary,

the leading contribution requires more accurate zero-order

approximation, which can be obtained within the framework

of the complex-coordinate rotation approach.

In this case a perturbation theory has to be formulated,

which can be applied to resonant states. The relevant theory

is provided by the theorem proved by Simon $17%.
Theorem. Let H be a three-body Hamiltonian with the

Coulomb pairwise interaction, and W(-) be a dilatation ana-
lytic perturbation. Let E0 be an isolated simple resonance

FIG. 1. !Color online" Rotational paths for the (38,33) state of
4He$ p̄ . The point on the plot where the paths are nearly stationary

determines a position of the resonance on the complex plane. Pa-

rameters of the resonance for this state derived from the plot are

Er!"2.847 324 042(3) a.u. and #/2!3.714(3)#10"5 a.u.

TABLE II. Comparison of theoretical Auger decay rates .A and experimentally measured decay rates !in

s"1) for the 4He$ p̄ atom.

State /l Expt. $13% $14% $15% $16% CCR

!38,33" 2 3.85(26)#1011 3.1#1011 3#1011 3.08#1011 3.071(3)#1011

!37,33" 3 1.11(16)#1011 5.7#109 3#1010 4.41#1010 4.21(2)#1010

!38,34" 3 1.11(7)#108 1.3#108 1.4#108 1.344(4)#108

!34,32" 3 1.45(16)#108 2.2#108 2.3#108 1.84#108 2.260(3)#108
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add self energy (~15 ppm)

Bethe logarithm
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Contributions to the frequency of the (39, 35)!(38, 34) transition (in MHz).

Enr = 501 972 347.9
Erc = !27 525.3
Erc!qed = 233.3
Ese = 3 818.0
Evp = !122.5
Ekin = 37.3
Eexch = !34.7
E!3!rec = 0.8
Etwo!loop = 0.9
Enuc = 2.4
E!4 = !2.6

Etotal = 501 948 755.6(1.3) MHz
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where ! = ln k0(n)/R! is the Bethe logarithm of the three-body state [90],
"Evp is the one-loop vacuum polarization

"Evp = 4zi#
3

3m2
3

!

"1
5

+ (zi#)$
5

64

"

#%(ri )$, (19)

"Ekin is the relativistic corrections for heavy particles

"Ekin = #2
#

" !4
1

8m3
1

" !4
2

8m3
2

+
(1 + 2a2)z2

8m2
2

4$%(r2)

$

, (20)

where a2 is the anomalous magnetic moment of antiproton,
"Eexch is the transverse photon exchange correction of the leading order #2

"Eexch = "#2 zi

2mim3

#!i!3

ri

+
ri (ri!i )!3

r3
i

$

, (21)

"Enuc is the finite nuclear size corrections

"Enuc = 2$zi(Ri/a0)
2

3
#%(ri )$, (22)

where Ri is the root-mean-square radius of the nuclear charge distribution,
"E

(3)
recoil is the transverse photon exchange correction of order #3

"E
(3)
recoil = zi#

3

mim3

%

2
3

&

" ln # " 4! +
31
3

'

#%(ri )$ " 14
3
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(
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where Q(r) is the so-called Araki–Sucher term [91, 92],
"Etwo-loop is the two-loop QED corrections

"Etwo-loop = #4 zi

m2
3$

!

"6131
1296

" 49$2

108
+ 2$2 ln 2 " 3&(3)

"

#%(ri )$ (24)

and
"E#4 is the order-#4 relativistic correction (with an estimated accuracy of %10%),

"E#4 & "#4 $

2
%(r1). (25)

The total transition energy "Etotal is shown with two errors, the first being the uncertainty due
to as yet uncalculated contributions of order #5 ln # and higher, while the second being the
numerical uncertainty.

Theoretical [82] as well as experimental [51, 93–95] precisions have improved over the
years, as shown in figure 7. The theory improved by adding higher QED correction terms,
and by improving the numerical precision in solving the non-relativistic Hamiltonian. The
progress of experimental methods will be discussed in section 3.

2.4.3. Hyperfine splitting of the antiprotonic states. The levels of antiprotonic helium labelled
by the principal quantum number n and the total angular momentum quantum number l exhibit
a splitting which originates from the magnetic moments associated with the electron spin Se,
the antiproton orbital angular momentum Lp̄ and the antiproton spin Sp̄. The electron, which
is predominantly in its ground state (hence l = L), has a magnetic moment given by its
spin magnetic moment µe = geµBSe. The antiproton magnetic moment consists of an orbital
and a spin part µp̄ = [gp̄

'Lp̄ + g
p̄
s Sp̄]µN, g

p̄
' and g

p̄
s being the corresponding orbital and spin

g-factors. Because of the large angular momentum of p̄ in metastable states, the p̄ orbital
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Theoretical [82] as well as experimental [51, 93–95] precisions have improved over the
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実験値と理論値の比較の例 (39,35) → (38,34) 遷移

501 948 752.0(4.0) MHz 

CODATA2002の陽子質量を仮定した

理論値(Korobov)
実験値

非相対論三体計算
以下、相対論的量子電磁力学補正

全部で12の遷移を測定
CODATA 2006の
入力値を算出

(誤差)



p3̅He Hyperfine structure
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correction terms, and by improving the numerical precision in solving the non-
relativistic Hamiltonian. The progress of experimental methods will be discussed
in the next section.
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p4He+ (39,35)!(38,34) transition frequency (GHz)
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Theory
(Korobov)

Figure 6. Comparison of measured and calculated transition frequencies for the
(39, 35) ! (38, 34) transition of p̄4He+.

Figure 7 compares the recent result of antiproton-to-electron mass ratio obtained
by the p̄He+ laser spectroscopy, 1836.152 674(5) (relative standard uncertainty of
2.7 " 10!9), with the CODATA values for the proton-to-electron mass ratio. This
figure shows that the antiproton mass agrees within experimental errors with that of
the proton. If on the other hand we assume the validity of the CPT invariance, the
antiproton result can be combined with the mp/me to provide a more precise value
for the proton-to-electron mass ratio. Inclusion of the antiproton result is now being
considered for the ongoing CODATA 2006 adjustments of the fundamental constants.

3. Laser spectroscopy of antiprotonic helium pHe+ atoms

3.1. The Antiproton Decelerator at CERN

In order to produce antiprotonic atoms in the laboratory, we first need a supply of
antiprotons with kinetic energies comparable to or less than the eV-scale binding
energies of the atoms [43, 85–88]. If these atoms are to be studied by high-precision
laser spectroscopy, they must be further cooled to Kelvin-scale temperatures, and
preferably isolated in low-density targets where their atomic energy levels will not
be perturbed by collisions with the surrounding atoms. These conditions were first
realized at CERN (Figure 8) by the construction of the Low Energy Antiproton Ring
(LEAR) facility in 1982 [56, 89–91]. LEAR was later succeeded by the Antiproton
Decelerator (AD) in 1999 [92–94], which is presently the world’s only source of low-
energy antiprotons (Figure 9).

Antiprotons to be introduced into the AD for subsequent deceleration to energies
suitable for these pHe+ experiments, were produced by directing a 26-GeV proton

Experimental & theoretical precisions improved
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二光子分光でドップラー巾を消す
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更に努力中
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Penning trap:
人工装置

Antiprotonic helium:
量子系

mp/meを凌駕し
歴史に残る測定になる（と信じている）
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Antihydrogen



ATRAP
ALPHA

ASACUSA



K0-K̅0 mass difference 10-18

H-H̅ competitive?

CPT tests



•The CPTV parameters (a & b) have energy dimensions 
(dimensionless comparison not meaningful)

•δm/m~10-18 of K0 system ⇔ 105 Hz; 

•H ̅ spectroscopy better than 105Hz precision competitive

(i!µDµ ! m ! aµ!µ
! bµ!5!µ

!

1

2
Hµ!"µ! + icµ!!µD! + idµ!!5!µD!)# = 0

The Standard Model Extension
Indiana group, Kosteleck! et al. (since 1997)

and CPTV terms extended Dirac eq.LIV



Hänsch’s Motto

never measure anything but hydrogen
水素しか測らない

never measure anything but frequency
周波数しか測らない
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δm/m~10-18 of 
K0 system ⇔ 105 Hz
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background field

Another possibility - sidereal variation

This can be tested using ordinary atoms
some CPTV parameters only accessible using H ̅ 

(i!µDµ ! m ! aµ!µ
! bµ!5!µ

!

1

2
Hµ!"µ! + icµ!!µD! + idµ!!5!µD!)# = 0



Production of “cold” antihydrogen 
demonstrated in 2002



Nature, September 18, 2002,  ATHENA



ADからの
反陽子

混合トラップ(3T,15K)
および反水素消滅検出器
(3T,140K)

反陽子捕獲トラップ
(3T,15K)

22Na線源
(4K)

陽電子蓄積器
(0.15T,室温)

陽電子

ゲートバルブ
パルス磁石（1T）

CsI結晶

アバランシュ
フォトダイオード

Siストリップ検出器

Si読み出し用
ハイブリッド

混合トラップ

反水素生成装置



Antihydrogen Signal
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Observed initial rate (ATHENA) 440 ±40 Hz
must be three body

(Re)combination mechanisms

high (at low T)

Two-Body Recombination



It’s been 6.5 years since 

the first cold H ̅ production

what’s new?



Rate mix 108 e+ & 104 p̅,
H ̅ rate ~100 Hz 
mix 108 e+ & 104 p̅,
H ̅ rate ~100 Hz 

Ground state?
No proof
ATRAP detected H ̅s with n~60
No proof
ATRAP detected H ̅s with n~60

Cold? both ATRAP & ATHENA found TH ̅ ≫ 500 Kboth ATRAP & ATHENA found TH ̅ ≫ 500 K

Trapped? not yet ATRAP → ATRAP II
ATHENA → ALPHA

other than 
1s-2s?

ASACUSA : H ̅ beam → HFS
AEGIS : free fall
ASACUSA : H ̅ beam → HFS
AEGIS : free fall

lots o
f progress, b

ut

many m
ore hurdles to

 be cle
ared
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summary



Antiprotonic Helium 

the only p̅-containing atom studied by the laser spectroscopy methods

started to contribute to the fundamental physical constants

the p ̅ mass may become better known than the p mass

Antihydrogen 

future hopeful, but still many problems

abundantly produced, but not cold enough, not in the ground state

if CPT is violated at the level of 10-20-25 GeV, we will (eventually) see 
this


